§5.5: Ordinary Language Arguments, p. 268.

There is nothing NEW here. It is simply putting together the §4.7 ideas w/ Ch.5.

§5.5: p.268: #3: Environmentalists purchase only fuel efficient cars. Hence Hummers must not be fuel efficient, since environmentalists do not purchase them.

Analysis: [Translate stmts into Cat. Std. Form:

1. All cars purchased by environmentalists are fuel efficient cars.
2. No Hummers are fuel efficient cars.
3. No Hummers are cars purchased by environmentalists.

2. Dictionary:
E: Cars purchased by environmentalists.
F: Fuel efficient.
H: Hummers.

3. Std Form:

4. Evaluation. AEE-1

5. This argument is Invalid — Illicit major.